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Vocabulary Review5
Collocations dominoes 

the phone earn

a lot of money wear

a uniform work

long hours be

on your feet serve

customers use

a computer deal

with the public make

phone calls work

with children be

part of a team travel

a lot answer
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Jobs dominoes 

dresser grounds

keeper lock 

smith pizza 

delivery man / woman estate 

agent police

officer surfing 

instructor video game 

developer sales 

assistant farm 

worker sports 

coach travel 

agent hair 
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  5  Vocabulary Review
Aims: To review and practise vocabulary from the unit. This 
can be completed when students have finished the unit.
Time: 15–20 minutes
Materials: One set of cards cut up for each pair of students 

• The cards are divided into two lexical sets. You can 
choose just one of the lexical sets, or, for a more 
challenging activity, you can mix up all the cards together 
and practise both lexical sets at the same time.

• Divide the class into pairs and give each pair a set of 
cards. Tell them to share out the cards equally, without 
looking at their partner’s cards. Student A then chooses 
one card and lays it down. Student B must try to find a 
collocation to fit either one of the words on Student A’s 
card. So, for example, if Student A lays down the card: on 
your feet | serve, Student B could choose the card: long 
hours | be and place it so that the word be is next to the 
phrase on your feet. Alternatively, Student B could choose 
the card: customers | use and place it so that the word 
customers is next to the word serve. If Student B has 
neither of these cards, he/she misses a turn and Student 
A has another turn. The winner is the first person to use 
up all their cards.

KEY
earn – a lot of money
wear – a uniform
work – long hours / with children
be – on your feet / part of a team
serve – customers
use – a computer
deal – with the public
make – phone calls
travel – a lot
answer – the phone

grounds – keeper
lock – smith
pizza – delivery man / woman
estate / travel – agent
police – officer
surfing – instructor
video game – developer
sales – assistant
farm – worker
sports – coach
hair – dresser




